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Chapter 1 : Brave New Blues Guitar Book
Greg Koch is a great blues player, and helps you through this great collection of blues likcs featuring Eric Clapton, Albert
King and so on. Published on March 6, Search customer reviews.

It felt like a guitar classic when first released and a quick listen now still shows the man affectionately called
the "Gristle King" was right on the money from the first. The spacey intro gives way to major league funky
rock. The tasty mix of jazz and country swing on "The Damn Thing" lets Koch fly through the changes before
an overdubbed harmonized line recalls stylists like Eldon Shamblin and other western swing players. As you
might guess, "Sure Betts" tips its cap to the former Allman Brothers guitarist. The finish to the song is a
perfect tribute to the built-from-the-bottom endings the Allman Brothers use on many of their songs, both in a
live setting and in the studio during the later years. Koch adds a solo in the middle that lets him put his own
stamp on the lovely chord changes while still retaining the ache of the original. Vintage Guitar Magazine 8.
The man can do anything, in any style, with verve and passion. Imbued with a talent that seems to come from
numerous lifetimes of cultivation, it is simply not possible to be this good a player. He is the envy of the best.
That being said, this reissue of an early instrumental album is a must-have for all guitar enthusiasts. While it is
based squarely in the Blues-Rock idiom, it touches on funk, jazz, fusion, and country -- all executed to
perfection. This CD is a passionate tribute to the art of guitar playing, easily appreciated by layman and
musician alike. The live bonus track is alone worth the price of admission. Get this CD, hear it, and be
transformed. You will become a Koch fan: Steve Rosen Author 4. Both wonderfully wacky yet as serious as
an hostile alien invasion, Greg paints with a broad brush, not only comfortable in every conceivable musical
style, but morphing them together and "genre-busting" all along the way with a signature distinctiveness all his
own.. How refreshing, engaging and ultimately human.. Greg Koch specializes in heart-palpitating
high-wire-meets-trapeze fretboard gymnastics.. D-level single line solo work.. With total command and
control of his instrument, he confidently plies the tools of his trade through rich and wonderfully janglicious
Fenderific tonalities, smearing his delectable riffage all over the damn place with an unlikely yet astounding
marriage of reckless abandon and the pinpoint accuracy of a laser-scoped sniper. Lavitz [keys] proceed to rip
through a wide range of tunes, each one a master class in tone, feel, chops and groove. The set kicks off with
the phantasmagorical fusion of the incredible Foolish Mortals into the ripping jazz-inflected bluesy shuffle of
2. Of special note is a live bonus track that rounds out the collection.. Incredible beauty from an incredible
artist. Here is a true artist of the highest caliber.. His musical motto is [or at least should be]: Grooveyard is
great guitar oriented label with quite a lineup of Strat players they wanted us to know about. Strat master Greg
Koch has become better known in recent years with the help of Youtube, as a clinic player, instructor and
Fender spokesperson in NAMM videos. A monster player, Koch is a walking, talking, playing lexicon of
styles and licks. JP Holesworth Stratoblogster May
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Chapter 2 : Greg Koch - Guitar Instructor
Hal Leonard Guitar Method - Blues Guitar Paperback - January 1, by Greg Koch (Author) out of 5 stars 51 customer
reviews.

Early life[ edit ] Koch grew up in Wisconsin as one of seven children. He attended college for jazz
performance at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point. Greg Koch is currently a Martin Guitar clinician.
Greg Koch and the tone Controls[ edit ] The group was formed as a trio that included guitar, bass, and drums.
The original band members include Journeyman drummer and vocalist Gary Koehler, bass and vocals Kevin
Mushel, and Greg Koch on six-string guitar and vocals. John Calarco [8] and Tom Brechtlein. The band has
been well received and reviewed. In previous Greg Koch bands there have been some vocals. The Koch
Marshall Trio has not used a singer. They released their debut studio album, Toby Arrives, on February 23,
The trio toured the United States in Koch uses a guitar pick held with the index finger and thumb of his right
hand; he uses his other three fingers to pick the strings at the same time he is using the pick. Koch has termed
his style of playing "gristle" and has been called the "Gristle King". Gristle is usually instrumental,
guitar-driven music that leads to a crescendo of trading solos. When guitar pioneer Les Paul had his th
birthday celebration Koch was invited to play. He is scary good. It was a true honor to do shows with him.
Hearing him play is inspiring to a guitar player to try to achieve greatness on the instrument. Koch and his
wife have been married since June Greg Koch has authored many books about guitar playing methods. Hal
Leonard Guitar Method Book 1:
Chapter 3 : Greg Koch | Biography & History | AllMusic
Greg Koch (born June 23, ) is an American guitarist from Wauwatosa, blog.quintoapp.com grew up in the Milwaukee
area and began playing guitar at the age of He was influenced by the guitarist Jimi Hendrix.

Chapter 4 : Hal Leonard Guitar Method â€“ Blues Guitar, Guitar Method - Hal Leonard Online
Online store for guitarist Greg Koch. Cds, dvds, how to play guitar lesson books and dvds, gear and apparel.

Chapter 5 : GROOVEYARD RECORDS - GREG KOCH - UNREPENTANT
*** Orders placed by May 13, will be autographed by Greg*** Book w/ online video access. A kaleidoscopic
reinterpretation of 16 blues rock titans is the hallmark of this Greg Koch book with over three hours of online video
lessons.

Chapter 6 : Online shop for guitarist Greg Koch - Greg Koch
The Hal Leonard Blues Guitar Method is your complete guide to learning blues guitar. This book uses real blues songs
to teach you the basics of rhythm and lead blues guitar in the style of B.B. King, Stevie Ray Vaughan, Buddy Guy, Eric
Clapton, Muddy Waters and many others.

Chapter 7 : Hal Leonard Guitar Method - Blues Guitar Sheet Music By Greg Koch - Sheet Music Plus
Shop for the Hal Leonard Greg Koch Blues Guitar DVD and receive free shipping on your order and the guaranteed
lowest price.

Chapter 8 : Hal Leonard Guitar Method: Blues Guitar by Greg Koch
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In this excerpt from his Jazzy Lines for the Blues Pig guitar video lesson at blog.quintoapp.com, Greg Koch shows you a
few ways to add a jazzy touch to your blues lines, a la Kenny Burrell.

Chapter 9 : GROOVEYARD RECORDS - GREG KOCH - Strat's Got Your Tongue
Wondering as well about the quality of Greg Koch books! I'm an intermediate player, I've seen his books Guitar Gombo:
savory licks, tips and quips for serious players, one about slide guitar, and brave new blues.
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